Kaiser Permanente Provider Web Site
Enrollment Package Instructions

Thank you for interest in the Kaiser Permanente Provider Web Site. As a valued Kaiser Permanente Participating Provider enrolling to use this service, you and your staff will have the ease and convenience of conducting much of your KP business online. In addition, you will have access to various online provider references, tools, publications, and resources.

This enrollment package consists of (2) parts:

**Part I - Kaiser Permanente Provider Web Site License and User Agreement**

Kaiser Permanente requires a signed Web Site User Agreement from each Participating Provider pertaining to use of the Web site and its content. Only one (1) Web Site User Agreement is required per Participating Provider.

A signed Kaiser Permanente Provider Web Site User Agreement should be returned to the address set forth below as soon as possible so that each individual password may be assigned. A completed and signed agreement will be necessary before any password will be assigned. A copy of the signed Kaiser Permanente Provider Web Site User Agreement will be retained for our records.

**Part II - Kaiser Permanente Provider Web Site User Enrollment Form**

Kaiser Permanente Provider Web Site user accounts and passwords are established individually for each physician, practitioner and/or other staff member who will access the Web site and its content. An individual enrollment form must be completed for each physician, practitioner, and/or other staff member of a Participating Provider office enrolling to use the Web site and its services. **No unauthorized person may access the Web site and its content without obtaining a user account and password.**

Please make additional copies of the enclosed Kaiser Permanente Provider Web Site User Enrollment Form as needed. You may wish to retain additional blank enrollment forms at your office, in the event you wish to enroll new or additional users in the future.

To complete the enrollment process, please send your signed Web Site User Agreement and Web Site User Enrollment Form (s) to:

Kaiser Permanente
2500 South Havana Street
Aurora, CO 80014
PART I - Kaiser Permanente Provider Web Site License and User Agreement

Please thoroughly review this agreement. Each individual who will access “AffiliateLink” must sign this License and User Agreement.

License

Subject to the terms and conditions of this Kaiser Permanente Web Site User Agreement, Kaiser Foundation Health Plan of Colorado (KFHP-CO) grants to the Participating Provider (“Licensee”) the non-exclusive right to use the Kaiser Permanente Provider Web site and information accessible through such Web site including, but not limited to patient demographic, benefit, eligibility, and clinical information (the “Licensed Materials and Clinical Content”) in the form provided by KFHP-CO, solely for the purpose of rendering health care services to patients who are enrollees of KFHP-CO (“Members”).

The rights granted pursuant to this License are subject to the following restrictions: (1) Licensee may use the Licensed Materials and Clinical Content solely in conjunction with Licensee’s use of the Web site for providing health care services to Members; (2) Licensee may not modify, reverse engineer, disassemble, decompile, or otherwise attempt to derive the source code of any software associated with the Web site and/or the Licensed Materials and Clinical Content; (3) Licensee may not under any circumstances sublicense or use the Licensed Materials for commercial time-sharing, rental, or service bureau use, or to train persons other than individuals who have completed a Web site User Enrollment Form; and (4) access to the Web site and Licensed Materials and Clinical Content shall be limited to those employees or contractors of Licensee with a need for access for the performance of their responsibilities and who are bound to Licensee in writing to maintain them in confidence AND who have completed a Web Site User Enrollment Form (“User”). Licensee shall have a limited right to make a reasonable number of copies of the Licensed Materials and Clinical Content for back-up and disaster recovery purposes. With regard to any and all copies of the Licensed Materials and Clinical Content, Licensee shall only make exact copies of the versions as originally delivered by KFHP-CO, and shall ensure that each copy contains all titles, trademarks, and copyright and legal legends and notices as in the original, and all such copies shall be subject to the terms and conditions of this License and User Agreement. All copies of the Licensed Materials and Clinical Content shall be stored in a secure place. Licensee acquires no rights, express or implied, in the Licensed Materials and Clinical Content other than those specified in this License Agreement.

Use of the Web Site and Licensed Materials and Clinical Content

The Kaiser Permanente Provider Web Site and Licensed Materials and Clinical Content shall be used solely for the purpose of providing health care services to Members. Use of the Web site for any other purposes is strictly prohibited. Use of the Web site for any purpose which is not directly related to the rendition of health care services to Members shall result in immediate termination of your right to access the Web Site and may be considered a violation of federal and/or state law. All of the policies and procedures applicable to the use of this Web site and Licensed Materials and Clinical Content are set forth in the Provider Manual, which is incorporated herein by reference. Such policies and procedures shall be subject to amendment upon thirty (30) days prior written notice, and Licensee agrees to honor such amendments upon such notice. Licensee further agrees to notify all Users associated with Licensee of such amendments in a timely manner so as to ensure compliance with the terms and conditions of such amendments.

Licensee understands and agrees, and shall take all reasonable action necessary to ensure that all Users associated with Licensee understand and agree, that they shall comply with all policies and procedures regarding the use of the Web site as set forth in the Provider Manual including but not limited to any and all restrictions on access of unauthorized personnel to information accessed through the Web site, the sharing of passwords, reassignment of passwords, and immediate notification of Kaiser Permanente when an individual no longer needs access to the Web site. With respect to Members, these policies and procedures shall supersede any conflicting terms and conditions in any oral or written agreement between Licensee and Users.
Responsibility for Privacy and Confidentiality

Licensee shall create, maintain and retain medical records in accordance with applicable federal and state law and User’s customary practice for its other non-Member patients. To the extent permitted by applicable law, copies of such medical records shall be supplied to Kaiser Permanente in a timely manner and without cost.

All Member medical information shall be treated in a confidential manner, and in compliance with applicable state and federal law. Licensee understands and agrees, and shall require all Users associated with Licensee to understand and agree, that this Agreement and certain data which may be exchanged hereunder is subject to the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996, Public Law 104-91 (“HIPAA”) and regulations promulgated there under. To the full extent applicable, Licensee and Users agree to comply with HIPAA including but not limited to the HIPAA standards for privacy, code set, data transmission and security related to the physical storage, maintenance, transmission of and disclosures of, protected health information as that term is defined under HIPAA (“PHI”). Licensee represents that it will use and disclose PHI (as that term is defined under HIPAA and the Privacy Rule issued by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (codified at 45 C.F.R. Subparts 160 and 164) only as permitted by HIPAA and the Privacy Rule, subject to any additional limitations on the use and disclosure of that information as imposed by this Agreement. If Licensee sends PHI through electronic means, such electronic data transmission shall comply with the HIPAA regulations entitled, "Security Standards for the Protection of Electronic Protected Health Information" codified at 45 CFR parts 160 and 164, Subpart C. User acknowledges that it may be required to maintain and distribute its Notice of Privacy Practices to, and obtain acknowledgments from Members receiving services from User consistent with its practices for other patients. Licensee shall give Kaiser Permanente a copy of its Notice of Privacy Practices, if Licensee is required by HIPAA to have one, and shall give Kaiser Permanente a copy of each subsequent version of its Notice of Privacy Practices whenever a material change has been made. Licensee has the responsibility under HIPAA and the Privacy Rule to provide a Member with access to his/her PHI, to allow the Member to amend his or her PHI, and to provide an accounting of those disclosures identified under the Privacy Rule as reportable disclosures. If Licensee amends, allows a Member to amend, or includes in its records any statement of a Member as permitted by the Privacy Rule, then Licensee shall transmit a copy of such item to Kaiser Permanente. Licensee will seek from Members any consents or release of information forms it deems necessary.

Furthermore, Licensee shall keep in strictest confidence the terms of this Agreement and any information acquired from Kaiser Permanente during the term of, pursuant to, this Agreement. Licensee shall not disclose such information unless authorized, except as expressly provided in this Agreement or the policies and procedures directly related to the Web site and the Licensed Materials and Clinical Content. Any materials, information or data supplied by Kaiser Permanente to the other pursuant to this Agreement is Kaiser Permanente’s sole property and constitutes confidential and proprietary business information of such party (the “Proprietary Information”) except as specifically described in this Agreement or the policies and procedures pertaining to the Web site and Licensed Materials and Clinical Content. The Proprietary Information includes, but is not limited to, information related to Kaiser Permanente’s products, services, contracts, membership, operations, business strategies, peer review and other quality assurance information and any other non-public information. Licensee shall disseminate the Proprietary Information only to those persons with a specific need to know. Licensee shall hold the Proprietary Information in the strictest confidence and shall not (a) disclose it, directly or indirectly, to any other person or entity, without the prior written consent of the party to which it belongs, or (b) use it for any purpose not directly contemplated by this Agreement. This prohibition shall also apply to any of Licensee’s employees, agents and subcontractors. Licensee shall use its best efforts, but not less than commercially reasonable efforts, to protect and maintain the security of the Proprietary Information. Any Proprietary Information not belonging to a party including, but not limited to, all copies thereof, regardless of whether authorized or not, shall be returned to the other party or such Proprietary Information shall be destroyed upon the expiration or termination of this Agreement except to the extent that Licensee may be bound to keep such Proprietary Information subject to contractual and/or other legal obligations.
Proprietary Information shall not include (a) information that is in or becomes part of the public domain without violation of this Agreement by the receiving party; (b) information that was known to or in the possession of the receiving party on a non-confidential basis prior to the disclosure thereof to the receiving party by the disclosing party as evidenced by written records; (c) information that was developed independently by the receiving party’s employees, as established by written evidence, which employees have had no access to the Proprietary Information; (d) information that is disclosed to the receiving party by an independent third-party who has not obligation of confidentiality to the disclosing party and without violation of this Agreement by the receiving party; or, (e) information that is authorized by the disclosing party in writing for disclosure or release by the receiving party. The burden of proving that information may be disclosed because it does not fall within the definition of Proprietary Information shall be on the receiving party.

Except as specifically permitted by this Agreement, Kaiser Permanente reserves for itself the right to use and control the use of Kaiser Permanente’s name, symbols, trademarks and service marks now existing or later established by any of such Kaiser Permanente entities or other entities participating in the program know as the “Kaiser Permanente Medical Care Program.” Licensee and/or User shall use the named, symbols, trademarks and service marks of Kaiser Permanente or any other entities participating in the program known as the “Kaiser Permanente Medical Care Program” in advertising or promotional materials or any other material whatsoever only with the prior written consent of the legal owner(s) of such name, symbol, trademark, or services mark, and in accordance with any restrictions imposed by the owner on such use. User shall have the right to use the name “Kaiser Permanente” in a list, which is approved by Kaiser Permanente prior to its distribution, distributed for the sole purpose of identifying to patients, the names of the health care benefit plans in which User participates.

In the event of a breach or a threatened breach of this License and User Agreement by Licensee or a User directly or indirectly through another party, the parties agree that such breach or threatened breach shall cause irreparable harm to Kaiser Permanente whose Proprietary Information is disclosed and such party shall have the right of specific performance and injunctive relief (without having to post bond therefore) in addition to any and all other remedies and rights at law or inequity, and such rights and remedies shall be cumulative. If it is determined by a court of competent jurisdiction that the scope of the provisions contained in this Agreement are too extensive to be enforceable, then they shall automatically be modified to be whatever is determined by such court to be reasonable in order to obtain enforcement and the parties hereto agree to accept such determination subject to any appeal.

The parties agree that any breach of this Agreement shall not be subject to any alternative dispute resolution provisions which may be set forth in another agreement between User and Kaiser Permanente except as Kaiser Permanente, in the exercise of its sole discretion may select, and this provision shall survive the termination or expiration of this Agreement.

Disclaimer of Warranties

KFHP-CO AND ITS LICENSORS MAKE NO REPRESENTATION, WARRANTY OR GUARANTEE AS TO THE RELIABILITY, TIMELINESS, QUALITY, SUITABILITY, ACCURACY OR COMPLETENESS OF THE WEB SITE SOFTWARE OR ANY LICENSED MATERIALS AND CLINICAL CONTENT. NEITHER KFHP-CO NOR ITS LICENSORS REPRESENT OR WARRANT THAT: (1) THE USE OF THE WEB SITE AND SOFTWARE WILL BE SECURE, TIMELY, UNINTERRUPTED OR ERROR-FREE OR OPERATE IN COMBINATION WITH ANY OTHER HARDWARE, SOFTWARE, SYSTEM OR DATA; (2) THE WEB SITE AND SOFTWARE WILL MEET LICENSEE’S OR ITS USER’S REQUIREMENTS OR EXPECTATIONS; (3) ANY STORED DATA WILL BE ACCURATE OR RELIABLE; (4) THE QUALITY OF ANY PRODUCTS, ACTIVITIES OR INFORMATION WILL MEET LICENSEE’S OR ANY USER’S REQUIREMENTS OR EXPECTATIONS; (5) ERRORS OR DEFECTS WILL BE CORRECTED; (6) THE WEB SITE, SOFTWARE OR THE SERVER(S) THAT MAKE
THE WEB SITE AND SOFTWARE AVAILABLE ARE FREE OF VIRUSES OR OTHER HARMFUL COMPONENTS; OR (7) ANY RESULT PROVIDED BY THE APPLICATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH THE LICENSED MATERIALS AND CLINICAL CONTENT HAS ANY LEGAL CORRECTNESS. THE WEB SITE, SOFTWARE AND LICENSED MATERIALS AND CLINICAL CONTENT PROVIDED TO LICENSEE AND ITS USERS STRICTLY IS ON AN "AS IS" BASIS. ALL CONDITIONS, REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES, WHETHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED, STATUTORY OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NON-INFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS, ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW BY KFHP-CO AND ITS LICENSORS.

Disclaimer of Consequential Damages

IN NO EVENT, WHETHER IN CONTRACT OR IN TORT (INCLUDING BREACH OF WARRANTY, NEGLIGENCE AND STRICT LIABILITY IN TORT), SHALL KFHP-CO OR ITS LICENSORS BE LIABLE FOR INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL, EXEMPLARY, PUNITIVE OR SPECIAL DAMAGES HEREUNDER EVEN IF KFHP-CO HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES IN ADVANCE.

The undersigned, an authorized signatory for the Participating Provider who has the legal authority to bind the Participating Provider, has read and agrees to all of the terms and conditions set forth in this Kaiser Permanente Provider Web Site License and User Agreement.

Date: ________________________

Name of Participating Provider: ___________________________________________

Authorized Signatory: ___________________________________________________

Printed Name and Title: ____________________________________________________
PART II - Kaiser Permanente Provider Web Site User Enrollment Form

An enrollment form must be completed by each individual user to establish access to the Web site. Please make additional copies of this form as needed.

Section A. Participating Provider/Group Information

1. Provider/Group/Practice Name: ___________________________________________

2. Tax ID: _______________________________

3. Address:  _________________________________

4. Phone:  ______________________________

5. Department: _________________________

Section B. Individual User Information

1. Last Name: _____________________________

2. First Name: _____________________________

3. Middle Initial: ________

4. Last 4-digits of your SSN #: ____________________

5. Date of Birth: ____________________________

6. Which of the following best describes your job, position or role with the Participating Provider /Group you indicated in Section A? (Circle One)

   - Physician
   - Practitioner
   - Nurse
   - Physician Assistant
   - Medical Assistant
   - Office Manager
   - Practice Manager
   - Billing Staff
   - Behavior Health
   - Vendor
   - Front Office Staff
   - Delegate: ____________________

   (Please specify job duties)

FOR PROVIDER RELATIONS USE ONLY – PLEASE DO NOT WRITE IN THE BOX BELOW

Access Level Required

   □ CP   □ CS I   □ CS II   □ FO   □ DL   □ VND   □ BH